INTRODUCTION
============

Metazoan nucleus contains a network of nuclear lamina (NL) proteins beneath the nuclear envelope. The major structural components of the NL are the type V intermediate filament proteins, lamins, which can be divided into A and B types. Mammals such as mice have three lamin genes, *Lmna*, *Lmnb1*, and *Lmnb2*, which encode lamin A/C (A-type lamins) and lamin B1 and lamin B2/B3 (B-type lamins), respectively. Recent studies of lamin B--null mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) and mice show that B-type lamins are not required for mESC self-renewal or lineage specification in vitro, but they are essential for the proper development and function of several organs, including the lung, brain, and diaphragm ([@B17]). Because lamins interact with chromatin ([@B8]), B-type lamins may contribute to organogenesis by regulating gene expression.

The development of DNA adenine methylation (Dam)-based identification (Dam-ID) has allowed the fine mapping of lamin-associated chromatin domains (LADs) in different cell types ([@B25]; [@B12]; [@B24]). These studies reveal that LADs cover large regions of the mammalian genome that are generally AT rich and gene poor and exhibit repressive chromatin features ([@B23]). This suggests that NL proteins such as B-type lamins repress gene expression within LADs, which, in turn, contributes to organogenesis. Analyses of gene expression in mESCs and differentiated trophectoderm cells, however, show that B-type lamins do not generally repress their bound genes ([@B17]). Studies in mammalian tissue culture cells also show that tethering of genes to NL leads to the repression of only some genes ([@B11]; [@B20]; [@B26]). Therefore, despite the overall correlation between NL association and low level of gene expression, neither lamin B nor NL association causes consistent gene repression.

Considering the intricate interactions between the NL and chromatin, it is important to take a comprehensive view to study how lamin B (or other NL proteins) regulates chromatin organization and gene expression. For example, lamin B tethering may differentially influence gene expression by forming complexes with different chromatin-binding proteins, epigenetic regulators, and transcription factors in specific chromatin regions ([@B38]). Lamin B may also indirectly regulate genes that are near the nuclear periphery but do not physically contact the NL, because different lamin B--associated complexes could create different environments for epigenetic and transcriptional regulation. It is thus too simplistic to assume that NL disruption such as lamin B deletion only leads to derepression of genes in the LADs. In addition, since chromatin could associate with different NL proteins besides lamin B, it is important to not presume that disruption of lamin B would lead to the detachment of all LADs from the remaining NL proteins.

Consistent with the idea that lamins may regulate specific chromatin regions both within and outside of LADs, lamin A was shown to associate with chromatin regions with specific features of chromatin that lead to different transcriptional outcomes both within and outside of LADs ([@B21]). In addition, recent genome-wide analyses show that human fibroblasts containing a lamin A mutation (called progerin) exhibit large-scale changes of histone H3 lysine 27 trimethylation (H3K27me3) in certain facultative heterochromatin regions ([@B31]; [@B22]). Lamin B1 loss during cellular senescence also correlates with epigenetic landscape changes in a region-specific manner ([@B28]; [@B30]). If lamins do not uniformly regulate all LADs, then, by treating different LADs in the same way, one might not appreciate how lamin deletion would affect chromatin--NL interaction based on a simple global analysis. Indeed, based on similar overall patterns of chromatin--NL interactions in wild-type and lamin B1/B2 double-knockout (LBDKO) mESCs, a recent study concluded that B-type lamins do not play a role in regulating LAD--NL interactions ([@B1]).

To better understand how lamins and other NL proteins differentially regulate individual genomic regions, it is important to establish the relationship between the local epigenetic features and their NL association. Although a chromatin model that includes NL association and epigenetic modifications has been reported for *Drosophila* S2 cells ([@B10]), such a model is lacking for mammalian cells. All published chromatin models for mammalian cells are based on the open chromatin assay, histone modifications, and chromatin-binding proteins that interact with the open chromatin. These models have failed, however, to provide useful information within most of the heterochromatin regions covered by LADs ([@B15]). A common difficulty in defining heterochromatin characteristics is the lack of signals for many epigenetic markers ([@B15]; [@B41]). In addition, LADs have only been mapped in a few mammalian cell types, which limits the development of chromatin models that include NL association.

Among all mammalian cell types, mESCs represent one of the best characterized with regard to core histone modifications and LAD map. Recently the interactions between DNA and linker histones have been mapped in mESCs ([@B4]). The linker histones, which bind to DNA that enters and exits nucleosomes, have been shown to stabilize the high-order heterochromatin structures ([@B16]; [@B14]). Therefore the differential association of linker histones with genomic DNA could help to better define different chromatin features, especially in LADs. Using hidden Markov model (HMM) analysis based on the available core histone modifications, core and linker histone occupancies, and LAD maps, we defined six unique chromatin landscapes in mESCs, which we refer to as [hi]{.ul}stone [la]{.ul}mina la[nds]{.ul}capes (HiLands). Using this model, we show that B-type lamins are required for NL--chromatin association of selected LADs mostly covered by HiLands-B.

RESULTS
=======

Six histone--lamina landscapes divide LADs into two distinct domains in mESCs
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We set out to define large-scale chromatin features by combining chromatin--lamin B1 association with other chromatin characteristics in mESCs. For histone modifications, we focused on three epigenetic modifications, histone H3 lysine 4 monomethylation (H3K4me1), H3K9me3, and H3K27me3, which cover large chromatin domains with open chromatin or heterochromatin states. Because nucleosome occupancy itself (represented by H3 enrichment) has been implicated in epigenetic regulation, we included H3 chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) data. LADs may exhibit unique associations with linker histones, because these histones are known to facilitate chromatin compaction, which aids the formation of heterochromatin ([@B16]; [@B14]). Indeed, different linker histones have different degrees of chromatin condensation activities, and recent studies have mapped the binding of histones H1d and H1c, which exhibit intermediate and weak condensation activities, respectively ([@B7]), to chromatin in mESCs ([@B4]). Our analysis of H1d and H1c enrichment with respect to LADs showed that each linker histone mapped to different regions of the genome, with H1d enriched in most LADs and H1c favoring a subset of LADs (Supplemental Figure S1, A and B).

We reasoned that, by combining histone binding, histone modification, and lamin B1 association, it should be possible to define unique chromatin features that could shed light on how LADs are organized both within themselves and with respect to the rest of the genome in mESCs. We used an HMM to analyze the combinatorial patterns of the mouse genome based on the published maps of LADs (lamin B1 Dam-ID; [@B24]), H3K4me1, H3K27me3, H3K9me3, H3, H1c, and H1d ([@B4]) in mESCs. We normalized ChIP-seq signals of various H3 modifications against the H3 ChIP-seq signal to avoid the bias caused by nucleosome occupancy. The genome was divided into nonoverlapping 2-kb windows. The chromatin regions containing no lamin B1 Dam-ID probe or having fewer than two ChIP-seq reads for the other markers were marked as "unknown." We obtained 1,074,309 informational windows and 215,007 "unknown" windows. On the basis of the enrichment of lamin B1, H3, H1c, and H1d within the informational windows, we found that the seven markers exhibited linear correlations with one another ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These correlations suggest that we can reduce the redundancy of markers using principal component analysis (PCA), which allows more efficient estimation for the modeling parameters (Supplemental Figure S1, C and D).

![Modeling of chromatin states. (A) Heatmap showing correlation coefficients between seven markers used to build the chromatin state model. The seven markers used are labeled on the *x*- and *y*-axes. (B) Bar plot showing the proportion of variance of the seven principal components calculated from the seven markers shown in A. (C) Bar plot showing the normalized median value of the seven markers in six HiLands. The six colors (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple) in C represent the six HiLands in all figures in this study. (D) Genome browser view showing the enrichment of the seven markers and distribution of HiLands along a region of chromosome 19 (Chr19). A 600-kb region (outlined in red) is zoomed in and shown on the right.](2685fig1){#F1}

PCA showed that the first three principal components (PCs) accounted for 70% of all the variances ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus we trained the HMM using the three PCs in 1,289,316 windows with a Baum--Welch algorithm ([@B2]), treating the "unknown" windows as missing data. After training with different numbers of states, we found that mESC chromatin could be best separated into six different states, which we refer to as HiLands. We used six rainbow colors---red (R), orange (O), yellow (Y), green (G), blue (B), and purple (P)---to represent each of the states with increasing enrichment of lamin B1 and decreasing enrichment of H3K4me1 ([Figure 1, C and D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). HiLands-R, -O, -Y, and -G are all outside of LADs, and they exhibit distinct core histone, H1c, and H1d enrichment. HiLands-R and -Y are enriched for active chromatin marker H3K4me1 and are depleted of repressive markers H3K27me3 and H3K9me3, indicating that these two HiLands are active chromatin. HiLands-O is enriched for both H3K4me1 and H3K27me3. Compared to HiLands-R, -O, and -Y, HiLands-G exhibits more interactions with lamin B1 and is enriched for core histones and linker histone H1c. The strongest lamin B1 interaction is found in HiLands-P, followed by HiLands-B. Thus our modeling distinguishes LADs as two regions, HiLands-B and HiLands-P, with distinct chromatin features ([Figure 1, C and D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The genome browser view reveals that the six HiLands have different domain sizes and gene coverage ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, HiLands-P and -B, which correspond to LADs, occupy the largest portion of the genome, followed by HiLands-G, -R, -Y, and then -O ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, the number of domains for HiLands-P is smaller than that for HiLands-B ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently the average domain size of HiLands-P is larger than that of HiLands-B ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; *p* \< 0.001, Student\'s *t* test).

![Analysis of gene distribution in HiLands. (A) Genome browser view showing the gene coverage and HiLands along chr19. (B) Pie charts showing the genome coverage, number of each HiLands domains, number of genes, and number of promoters in six HiLands. (C) Violin plots showing the size distribution of different HiLands. (D) Bar plot showing gene coverage in six HiLands. Gene coverage is defined as the percentage of nucleotides covered by the gene body. (E) Bar plot showing the TSS density in six HiLands. The *y*-axis shows the number of TSSs per million bases in six HiLands.](2685fig2){#F2}

Further analyses show that HiLands-P has a smaller percentage of gene coverage than HiLands-B ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, the gene coverage of HiLands-B is similar to that of HiLands-G and -O, whereas HiLands-R and -Y have the highest gene coverage ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Analyses of promoters show that 34.8% of all promoters are located in HiLands-R, whereas only 24.3% of promoters are found in HiLands-B and -P. HiLands-O occupies the smallest region of the genome (6.85%) and contains the second largest number of promoters (21.9%; [Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The relatively low gene coverage in HiLands-O is because these domains are enriched for promoters, but the gene bodies are often found in the neighboring HiLands-R (9.9%), -Y (8.6%), or -G (11.2%). Consistent with this, HiLands-O has the second highest density of transcriptional start sites (TSSs; [Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), despite the lower gene coverage compared with HiLands-R and -Y ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Of interest, HiLands-O also has the highest proportion of bivalent promoters (37.5% of total bivalent promoters) as marked by H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 ([@B3]). Therefore, in addition to the distinct association with histones and NL ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), the six HiLands also exhibit distinct domain structures.

Nucleosome repeat length and histone enrichment in HiLands correlate with gene expression, histone modification, and NL association
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A key feature of HiLands is their differential enrichment of core and linker histones. Each core histone particle is wrapped by 147-nucleotide (nt) DNA. The binding of different linker histones to linker DNA gives rise to nucleosomes, and, depending on the specific H1, the length of DNA between neighboring nucleosomes (called the nucleosome repeat length \[NRL\]), varies between 162 and 212 nt ([@B39]). We analyzed how the NRL and histone enrichment correlate with other features in different HiLands. Compared to HiLands-R and -O, HiLands-Y, -G, -B, and -P exhibit higher enrichment of H1c and/or H1d ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), two linker histones that have similar effect on the NRL. This suggests that the linker histone--enriched HiLands should have long NRL. We analyzed nucleosome phasing on the basis of the available MNase-seq in mESCs ([@B32]). The phasograms ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) show that HiLands-Y, -G, -B, and -P indeed have longer NRLs than HiLands-R and -O ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; *p* \< 0.001, Wilcoxon test).

![Nucleosome distribution, gene expression, and epigenetic modifications in HiLands. (A) Phasogram showing distribution of nucleosome---nucleosome distances. The *x*-axis shows the distance between nucleosome pairs; the *y*-axis shows the normalized number of nucleosome pairs having that distance between them. Each line is calculated from nucleosome pairs in the type of HiLands corresponding to the line color. (B) Bar plot showing nucleosome repeat lengths in six HiLands estimated from the phasogram. Error bars, SE of estimation. (C) Violin plot showing gene expression levels in six HiLands. The *y*-axis shows the log~10~ of mRNA expression based on RNA-seq. (D) Bar plot showing enrichment of four histone modifications in six HiLands.](2685fig3){#F3}

Next we analyzed gene expression levels of the six HiLands in mESCs. As expected, HiLands-B and -P, which are associated with the NL and have long NRLs, exhibit lower overall gene expression than the other four HiLands ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; *p* \< 0.001, Wilcoxon test). Of interest, although HiLands-Y has longer NRLs than HiLands-R and -O, the overall gene expression levels in HiLands-Y are close to those in HiLands-R but are higher than those in HiLands-O ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; *p* \< 0.001, Wilcoxon test). Because HiLands-Y is occupied largely by gene bodies ([Figure 2, D and E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the relatively long NRL in this domain reflects the feature of nucleosome-associated gene bodies but not the heterochromatin state. HiLands-O has shorter NRLs but exhibits lower gene expression than HiLands-Y, which could be due to the fact that HiLands-O is enriched for both H3K4me3 and H3K27me3, a bivalent state that poises the genes for expression upon induction ([Figures 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

To examine whether the NRL and gene expression patterns of the six HiLands also correlate with active or repressive chromatin states, we normalized ChIP-seq signals of various H3 modifications against the H3 ChIP-seq signal to avoid the bias caused by nucleosome occupancy. HiLands-R and -Y, with high levels of gene expression, are enriched for H3 modifications that are characteristic of active euchromatin domains ([Figures 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). HiLands-O exhibits both active and repressive chromatin features ([Figures 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas HiLands-G, -B, and -P, with the longest NRLs, are depleted of active chromatin modifications ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) but enriched for repressive chromatin marks such as H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These analyses show that different HiLands are associated with different NRLs, which correlates with different gene expression and chromatin features.

The characteristics and relative positions of HiLands in mESCs help to predict LAD alterations upon differentiation
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Visual inspection of the genome-wide distributions of all six HiLands suggests that some HiLands frequently neighbor one another, whereas others are far apart ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). To quantify the neighborhood relationships among the HiLands, we calculated the frequency of given different HiLands pairs to be next to one another. To visualize the neighborhood relationships along the linear genome, we use a neighbor index (NI) for each HiLands pair ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; see *Materials and Methods* for NI calculation). The higher the NI between a pair of HiLands, the more frequently are they positioned next to one another. We also used the two strongest PCs, which are linear combinations of the seven markers as described earlier, to show the similarity of the six HiLands as displayed on the two-dimensional PCA space ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These analyses show that HiLands-R is most frequently positioned next to HiLands-O, followed by HiLands-Y. HiLands-Y is scattered throughout the genome by connecting with all other HiLands except for HiLands-P. Of interest, whereas the NL-associated HiLands-P is connected to the rest of the genome through the NL-associated HiLands-B, the majority (80%) of HiLands-B border HiLands-G, with the remaining 20% bordering HiLands-Y ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Neighborhood relationships, GC contents, and differentiation-dependent alterations of HiLands. (A) Genome browser view of six HiLands and the corresponding genes along a section of chromosome 17. (B) A neighborhood plot of six HiLands. The *x*-axis shows the median PC1 value of six HiLands; the *y*-axis shows the median PC2 value of six HiLands. Lines connecting the HiLands with the NI numbers show the probability that two HiLands are next to one another along the linear genome. (C) Violin plot showing the distribution of GC content in six HiLands. GC content is calculated in 2-kb windows. (D) Bar plot showing the correlation between the six HiLands and the cLADs/fLADs. The *y*-axis shows the lamin B1 Dam-ID probes that fall into specific HiLands types (shown by color) and belong to specific LAD/non-LAD types (shown on the *x*-axis). (E) Comparison between HiLands-B/P and f/c-LADs. Left, the HiLands-B regions overlapping fLADs and cLADs, respectively. Right, HiLands-P regions overlapping fLADs and cLADs, respectively. The distribution of GC content in each region is shown on the *y*-axis.](2685fig4){#F4}

Previous studies showed that certain LADs dissociate from NL upon ESC differentiation, whereas some non-LAD regions in ESCs can become LADs upon differentiation ([@B24]). Because LAD alterations could facilitate proper genome reorganization and gene regulation during differentiation, the ability to accurately predict cell type--specific facultative (f) LADs and constitutive (c) LADs could help us understand the role of lamin--chromatin interaction in development. Previous analyses of fLADs and cLADs using four mouse cell types---mESCs, mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), neural progenitor cells, and astrocytes---have shown that cLADs have a lower GC content than fLADs ([@B23]). Of interest, of the two subregions of LADs defined by HiLands, HiLands-P has a lower GC content than HiLands-B ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; *p* \< 0.001, Wilcoxon test). This suggests that HiLands-P and -B might correspond to cLADs and fLADs, respectively.

To further analyze how each of the HiLands corresponds to the previously defined cLADs, fLADs, and non-LADs regions based on the four cell types, we first divided the fLADs into fLADs-mESC, which refers to fLADs that are LADs in mESCs, and fLADs-new, which are fLADs in differentiated cells but are non-LADs in mESCs. We then mapped all six HiLands to cLADs, fLADs-ESC, fLADs-new, and non-LADs as defined by the four cell types in mESCs. As expected, HiLands-R, -O, and -Y were mostly found in non-LADs regions, whereas HiLands-P and -B were mostly found in cLADs and fLADs, respectively ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Detailed analyses showed that 79.1% of HiLands-P and 61% of HiLands-B corresponded to cLADs and fLADs, respectively, with a significant portion of HiLands-B (27%) found in cLADs.

The incomplete correspondence between HiLands-P/-B and c/fLADs prompted us to examine further whether the classification of fLADs and cLADs on the basis of only four cell types can lead to overestimation and underestimation of the respective LADs. We reasoned that if HiLands-B that fell on cLADs were misclassified fLADs, their GC contents should be similar to those of HiLands-B found in fLADs. Indeed, we found that the 27% of HiLands-B mapped to cLADs have similarly high GC contents as the 61% of HiLands-B found in fLADs, and both groups of HiLands-B have higher GC content than HiLands-P found in cLADs ([Figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; *p* \< 0.001, Wilcoxon test). Similarly, the HiLands-P that was mapped to fLADs had a similar GC content to the HiLands-P that was mapped to cLADs. This suggests that HiLands-P and -B can better predict cLADs and fLADs, respectively. Of interest, we found that HiLands-G, which often borders HiLands-B in mESCs ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), is most likely to become incorporated into fLADs (fLADs-new) upon differentiation, whereas the HiLands that are farther away from LADs in mESCs are less likely to become fLADs-new ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The foregoing analysis suggests that HiLands-B and -P can accurately predict LADs that undergo changes or remain the same, respectively, upon mESC differentiation.

Lamin B regulates the association of HiLands-B with the NL in mESCs
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Recently [@B1] reported no change in NL--chromatin interactions upon lamin B1 and B2 double knockout in mESCs. We reason that if B-type lamins only regulate some specific NL-associated chromatin regions, by globally analyzing NL--chromatin interactions one might not be able to detect local changes. On the other hand, by applying the HiLands model described here, we might be able to identify the region-specific changes of NL--chromatin interactions upon lamin B deletion. We first mapped NL--chromatin interactions in wild-type and LBDKO mESCs we generated ([@B17]). Previous Dam-ID studies showed that emerin and lamin B1 associate with similar chromatin regions in human fibroblasts and mESCs ([@B12]; [@B1]). Because emerin expression and localization in wild-type and LBDKO mESCs appear similar ([@B17]; [@B13]), we used emerin Dam-ID to determine NL--chromatin interactions in wild-type and LBDKO mESCs.

The emerin Dam-ID data were first normalized by loess normalization and then quantile normalized among the whole-genome tiling arrays used ([@B27]) to avoid bias caused by differences on different arrays. As reported by [@B1], who used the same LBDKO mESCs as in our study here, we found similar overall patterns of emerin-Dam-ID maps between wild-type and LBDKO mESCs ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). When the normalized Dam-ID values were compared between the corresponding HiLands-B and -P in LBDKO and wild-type mESCs, however, we found a clear decrease in emerin Dam-ID in HiLands-B in LBDKO mESCs, whereas emerin Dam-ID values in HiLands-P were similar in the two genotypes ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). A genome browser view of chromosome 7 shows the reduction of emerin Dam-ID in HiLands-B in LBDKO mESCs as compared with the wild-type control ([Figure 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We also compared the emerin and lamin B1 Dam-ID maps on HiLands-B and -P by first using quantile normalization of the data sets. The average of lamin B1 and emerin Dam-ID values on each HiLands-B and -P were then calculated and compared (Supplemental Figure S2, A and B). We found that the emerin Dam-ID values are on average slightly lower than lamin B1 dam-ID values on both HiLands-B and -P, which is probably because the HiLands themselves are calculated from lamin B1 data. However, the amount of reduction is the same in both types of HiLands (Supplemental Figure S2C; *p* \> 0.8 for both *t* test and Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Therefore there is no specific differential binding of emerin and lamin B1 to HiLands-B and -P. Taken together, these analyses show that deletion of B-type lamins causes a reduced interaction of selected HiLands-B chromatin with the NL in mESCs.

![Analysis of emerin Dam-ID in wild-type and LBDKO mESCs. (A) Contour plot comparing emerin Dam-ID in WT and LBDKO mESCs. Each dot represents a 2-kb window on the genome. Average Dam-ID values present in each 2-kb window were used. Here *r* is the Spearman correlation coefficient. (B) Box plot of average changes of normalized emerin Dam-ID values in HiLands-B and HiLands-P. The changes are plotted as the log~2~ ratio of emerin DamID values of LBDKO over WT. Boxes indicate 25 and 75% quantiles, whiskers indicate 5 and 95% quantiles, and "x"s indicate 1 and 99% quantiles. (C) Browser views showing changes in emerin Dam-ID values (bottom) on chromosome 7 in LBDKO (middle) compared with wild-type (WT, top) mESCs. Top and middle, emerin binding plotted as the log~2~ ratio of values of Dam-emerin over Dam alone; bottom, changes between LBDKO and WT plotted as the log~2~ ratio of emerin DamID values of LBDKO over WT.](2685fig5){#F5}

Confirmation of selected detachment of HiLands-B from the NL upon lamin B deletion by comparative analysis of different emerin Dam-ID data sets
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To verify that the lack of change of NL--chromatin interaction in LBDKO mESCs as described by [@B1] was caused by not analyzing subregions of chromatin, we compared our data sets with theirs. This comparison was possible and fair because both Dam-ID data sets were generated from the same mESC lines. They did separately compare emerin Dam-ID values in fLADs, cLADs, and non-LADs regions between wild-type and LBDKO mESCs. They found that the concordance of 79% between fLADs, which largely overlap HiLands-B ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), was lower than that between cLADs (98%; see Figure 1F in [@B1]). They also used lamin-A Dam-ID and emerin Dam-ID to analyze wild-type, LBDKO, or lamin-A RNA interference--treated LBDKO (TKO) mESCs. A similarly lower concordance in fLADs than in cLADs was observed in LBDKO (86% fLADs vs. 98.5% cLADs; see Figure 3G in [@B1]) and TKO (82.1% fLADs vs. 98% cLADs; see Figure 4F in [@B1]) mESCs compared with the wild-type control. Although the apparently reduced consistency suggests that lamin deletion could affect NL--chromatin interactions in specific regions within fLADs, Amendola and colleagues argued that the differences were due to random noise.

We therefore first analyzed whether the difference could be due to random noise. All Dam-ID studies using lamins or emerin in wild-type mESCs have shown that fLADs exhibits a weaker Dam-ID signal than that of cLADs. An example is shown in Supplemental Figure S2D. [@B1] suggested that this low signal could reduce the signal/noise ratio, thereby leading to the reduced consistency in fLADs between wild-type and lamin-depleted mESCs. However, if the reduced consistency in fLADs observed was due to random noise, the Dam-ID value changes in lamin-depleted mESCs should also be random in different experiments. Instead, we found that the value changes in fLADs were mostly reductions in their data set ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). A comparison of maps for emerin or lamin-A Dam-ID on chromosome 9 between wild-type and LBDKO mESCs based on our and their data sets is shown in [Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Similarly, when we mapped their data set onto our HiLands model, the reduction of Dam-ID values was strongest in HiLands-B in LBDKO mESCs, which is similar to our data set ([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Because Dam-ID was performed in different laboratories and on different genomic tilling arrays, the changes in chromatin--NL interactions as revealed by our analyses are not due to the increased Dam-ID noise in the fLADs.

![Comparison of independent data sets using different methods reveals a role of B-type lamins in regulating the interaction between HiLands-B and the NL. (A) A genome browser view showing that emerin Dam-ID changes on fLADs (gray blocks) are more pronounced than those on cLADs (black blocks). Selected regions on chromosome 7 (chr7) are shown. The data set used is indicated in parentheses at the *y*-axis. (B) A genome browser view of emerin Dam-ID changes on chr9. (C) Box plot showing average changes of normalized emerin Dam-ID values (based on our data and those of [@B1]) in HiLands-B and HiLands-P. Boxes indicate 25 and 75% quantiles, whiskers indicate 5 and 95% quantiles, and "x"s indicate 1 and 99% quantiles. (D) QQ plots for comparison of the *Z*-scores of HiLands-B to the normal distribution. The *Z*-scores are calculated based on the statistical method described in [@B24].](2685fig6){#F6}

Using a previously published statistical test ([@B24]), [@B1] analyzed Dam-ID values on all genes instead of the whole genome. We reason that if lamin B regulates NL--chromatin interactions in specific chromatin regions, by limiting the analysis on genes, one might not have detected changes. Therefore we applied the same statistical test used by [@B1] on their Dam-ID data set based on our HiLands model. We identified 220 HiLands-B regions showing significantly decreased chromatin--NL interactions (*p* \< 0.01). To further demonstrate that the changes of Dam-ID values in LBDKO mESCs are not random in the data set of [@B1], we used a QQ plot to compare the *Z*-score quantiles of HiLands-B calculated by their statistical method with the theoretical normal quantiles. The *Z*-score quantiles for HiLands-B are consistently lower than the theoretical normal quantiles ([Figure 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). However, the *Z*-score quantiles for the other HiLands do not show consistent change (Supplemental Figure S3). This further supports a nonrandom shift of regions of HiLands-B away from the NL in LBDKO mESCs. Therefore deletion of B-type lamins in mESCs resulted in reduced interaction between HiLands-B and the NL.

DISCUSSION
==========

Various studies have suggested that lamins and other NL proteins could influence chromatin modification and gene expression differentially depending on the local chromatin context ([@B31]; [@B21]; [@B22]; [@B28]; [@B30]). Although LADs represents ∼40% of the mammalian genome, the chromatin features of these LADs have been poorly characterized. Therefore it has been difficult to discern the region-specific functions of lamins or other NL proteins. One difficulty in modeling the chromatin landscape in LADs is the lack of strong epigenetic modifications in these regions ([@B15]; [@B41]). For example, a 15-state chromatin map based on global ChIP-seq of eight histone modifications and CTCF binding in human cells revealed a very low signal for all of the nine analyzed markers in the heterochromatin regions that include LADs ([@B9]). This suggests that other chromatin features besides these markers are needed to characterize properly the differences within LADs. Indeed, by taking into consideration NL--chromatin and DNA--histone interactions, we are able to separate mammalian LADs into two distinct chromatin landscapes, referred to as HiLands-B and -P.

Using our HiLands model, we show that B-type lamins regulate the interaction between regions of HiLands-B chromatin with the NL as measured by emerin Dam-ID. Our finding disagrees with a recent publication by [@B1]. By applying our HiLands model and our statistical test to analyze their published data, we found a significant reduction of HiLands-B--NL interaction. Similarly, when applying their statistical test and our HiLands model to analyze their data set, we also found a significant reduction of HiLands-B--NL interaction. Therefore, in order to appreciate the role of lamins and other NL proteins, it is important to analyze their functions in the context of chromatin features. Indeed, the emerin Dam-ID values in fLADs differ between wild-type and LBDKO mESCs in both their study (see Figure 1E in [@B1]) and our analysis and reveal a strong overlap between fLADs and HiLands-B. Therefore, despite opposite conclusions, the different data sets from [@B1] and our study support a role of lamin B in regulating specific LADs as characterized by HiLands-B.

By analyzing the differences of LADs in mESCs and three differentiated cell types, [@B23] separated LADs into cLADs and fLADs that remain unchanged or undergo changes, respectively, upon mESC differentiation. Although this operational definition of LADs revealed the different GC contents between fLADs and cLADs, it did not take into consideration other chromatin features ([@B23]). Considering that hundreds of cell types exist in mammals, the operational definition of f/cLADs is insufficient to demarcate subregions of LADs. Our studies show that the HiLands model can largely recapitulate the operational definitions of fLADs and cLADs in mESCs. Because the HiLands model includes multiple chromatin features, establishing HiLands models in different cell types should allow a better definition of landscape changes upon differentiation in both LAD and non-LAD regions.

Despite extensive studies, how lamins, other NL proteins, and chromatin modifiers regulate the interaction between chromatin and the NL and how this interaction influences chromatin modification and gene expression have remained unclear. By analyzing specific gene loci in LADs, the GAGA motif is shown to mediate the binding of the loci to a complex containing cKrox, HDAC3, and Lap2β in tissue culture cells. This in turn targets the LADs to NL, at least in part through lamin B and Lap2β interactions ([@B29]), thereby leading to gene silencing ([@B42]). However, whether GAGA motifs found in LADs generally mediate NL--chromatin interactions remains unknown. On the other hand, studies have shown that the repressive chromatin state marked by histone H3K9me2 or H3K9me3 facilitates chromatin--NL interactions ([@B37]; [@B33]; [@B19]). However, whether H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 are essential for chromatin--NL interaction requires further study because gene knockout of G9a, known to methylate H3K9, did not significantly affect chromatin localization in one study ([@B40]), whereas reduction of H3K9me2 or H3K9me3 in *Caenorhabditis elegans* and tissue culture cells disrupted NL--chromatin binding in another report ([@B33]; [@B19]). Although how NL proteins regulate chromatin requires further investigation, the data show that both DNA sequences and local chromatin modifications can contribute to NL--chromatin binding and gene expression. Our HiLands model provides a starting point that should allow incorporation of unique DNA sequences and new chromatin features to develop improved maps of the chromatin landscape. These maps should in turn facilitate the study of how disrupting each NL protein or chromatin modifier might affect different chromatin regions in the genome. This effort should shed light on how NL proteins such as lamin B regulate tissue building and maintenance in the context of development and aging ([@B17], [@B18]; [@B5], [@B6]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

PCA analysis
------------

We divided the genome into nonoverlapping 2-kb windows. We use 2-kb windows because the lamin B1 Dam-ID microarray had ∼1.2-kb mean distance between neighboring probes and the distance varies between 0.5 and 2 kb. The 2-kb windows would ensure that most of the windows have at least one lamin B1 probe. For each window, we calculated the enrichment values of lamin B1, H3, H1c, H1d, H3K4me1, H3K27me3, and H3K9me3. For lamin B1, we calculated the average Dam-ID value (after normalization) in each 2-kb window, and if there was no probe of tilling array in the window, we regarded the window as "unknown." For H3, we calculated the value from Enrich~H3~ = ln(number of H3 reads/number of input reads). Then we center normalized the enrichment value by subtracting the genomic median value. If the read number in a window was \<1 for H3 or input, we regarded the window as "unknown." H1c and H1d were treated in the same way by normalization to the corresponding input control. H3K4me1, H3K27me3, and H3K9me3 were also treated in a similar way by normalization to the corresponding H3 control. The "unknown" windows are generally due to poor mappability of these genome regions. We pooled all the "unknown" windows together and assumed that no information was available in all these windows. We then performed PCA analyses on the seven markers using the princomp command in R. The first three PCs for each 2-kb window were extracted for further analysis.

Hidden Markov model
-------------------

By trying different numbers of chromatin states for a hidden Markov model, we found that six states were best at characterizing the differences of the seven chromatin markers that we used. We assumed that the six states represent different biological domains in the genome, and the three PCs described earlier are the observations for each 2-kb window. The emission probability distribution used here is the multivariate normal inverse Gaussian distribution, which has been used in speech recognition and other fields in machine learning ([@B43]). This distribution allows both skewness and more variable kurtosis compared to a normal or Student\'s *t* distribution. The unknown windows are treated as missing data, so that the emission probability is be always 1. The model is trained with a standard expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Baum--Welch algorithm for HMM; [@B2]) with ensured convergence. Because the EM algorithm can converge to local maximum points, we randomized the initial parameters 20 times and selected the best final results as judged by the highest-likelihood value. Then we assigned the states for each window using the Viterbi algorithm ([@B35]). Neighboring windows that belonged to the same HiLands type were joined together to make one single HiLands.

Nucleosome repeat length analysis
---------------------------------

Paired-end MNase-seq data were mapped to the mouse genome (mm9) using Bowtie. The nucleosome center was defined as the middle position of two boundaries. Reads with \<100-nt or \>250-nt distance between two boundaries were discarded. To derive the phasogram, we considered all pairs of nucleosomes within 1500 nt of each other. Then we obtained a histogram by counting the number of nucleosome pairs at a specific distance. The histogram was smoothed with a binomial kernel, , −*n* ≤ *x* ≤ *n*, where *n* = 128. Finally, the phasogram was scale normalized to make the highest peak equal to 1. For NRL estimation, we selected the first four (for HiLands-R, -O, and -Y) or seven (for HiLands-G, -B, and -P) peaks on the phasogram ([@B34]), and did linear regression against the peak indices (1--4 for R, O, and Y; 1--7 for G, B, and P). Then we used the scopes of the linear regressions as NRL estimations in six HiLands.

HiLands neighborhood analysis
-----------------------------

To establish a HiLands neighborhood, we went through all HiLands transitions and counted the numbers of neighbors between pairs of specific HiLands types. We defined a neighbor index of two HiLands types as NI(*X*, *Y*) = 25,000 × (number of neighbor pairs between HiLands-*X* and HiLands-*Y*)/(number of HiLands-*X* × number of HiLands-*Y*). For each pair of *X* and *Y*, if NI(*X*, *Y*) \> 0.1, we plotted a line between them in [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} with the indicated NI between two HiLands.

ESC culture and plasmid construction
------------------------------------

mESCs were maintained in the absence of feeder cells as described ([@B17]). To generate the Dam-tagged mouse emerin (*Emd*) construct, mouse *Emd* cDNA was amplified from IMAGE clone \#40130408 with primers carrying Gateway recombination sequences. The PCR product was cloned into pDONR201 and subsequently into pLgwEcoDamV5 ([@B36]). The resulting construct, pLgwEcoDamV5-Ms *Emd*, was confirmed by DNA sequencing. pLgwV5EcoDam was used as the Dam control construct. All procedures involving recombinant DNA followed the National Institutes of Health guidelines.

Emerin Dam-ID and data analyses
-------------------------------

Emerin Dam-ID was performed as described ([@B17]), with modifications. Briefly, the Dam or Dam-emerin--expressing lentivirus was generated from 293T cells cultured in 10% fetal bovine serum/DMEM. Virus containing supernatant was diluted 2:1 in mESC medium (complete GMEM) containing leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) (3 × 10^3^ U/ml). Freshly trypsinized mESCs were plated in a six-well plate with the diluted viral supernatant containing either Dam or Dam-emerin--expressing lentivirus, spin infected at 700 × *g* for 45 min, and incubated at 37°C overnight. Diluted virus supernatant was replaced with fresh mESC medium, followed by an additional 24 h of incubation at 37°C. The genomic DNA was isolated from the transduced mESCs, and the adenine-methylated DNAs were enriched by adaptor-mediated PCR. The enriched DNA was labeled using a dual-color DNA labeling kit (Roche). The labeled DNA was analyzed using 2.1 M mouse whole-genome tiling arrays (NimbleGen \#05327911001), which covers the entire genome at ∼250--base pair intervals, according to the manufacturer\'s recommendations.

The emerin Dam-ID/Dam data were first loess normalized to get the final Dam-ID value using the limma package in R. After quantile normalization of wild-type and LBDKO emerin Dam-ID values, we calculated the differences between quantile-normalized emerin Dam-ID values in wild-type and LBDKO mESCs for each probe. Then, for each HiLands domain, the average emerin Dam-ID change was calculated from all probes within the domain. A box plot was used to plot the distribution of average emerin Dam-ID changes in each HiLands type.
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